Hospital, Marrakesh
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Project Data
Hospital of300 beds
Architect: Charles Boccara
Design Team: Georges
Hayoz, Boujema El
Bayed, Anne Borger
Site Area: 6 hectares
Project commencement: 1978
Completion: 1982
Built area: 19,000 square
metres (additional 6000
square metres for annexes).
Includes all major therapy
services ofsecondary health
care: surgery, maternity,
ophtalmology,
hospitalisation, laboratory
and X-ray services, and
emergency ward, as well as
housingfor doctors and
personnel.

difficult task was given to
the architect of this hospital in that the original
plans dated from the late
1930's and many of the
fOW1dations were already
executed. While he was given the option
of totally disregarding this constraint, he
accepted the challenge of constructing
upon the e~sting fOW1dations and of extending these to meet the new programme. Moreover, Mr. Boccara volW1tarily
adopted the architectural parti of keeping
the buildings as low as possible - avoiding the conventional high-rise hospital
solution - in order to respect, among
other things, the horizontal nature of the
Marrakesh environment.
By rejecting modem hospital design
theory that places considerable importance upon vertical organisation of services and circulation systems, the
architect insisted on keeping the patients
as close to the ground as possible.
Planted courtyards (called riads) form the
basic organisational feature of the hospital, allowing easy visual and physical access for patients - and for their families .
The hot climate with little annual rainfall
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makes this solution a viable one.
Much effort was devoted to humanising the institutional environment
through the creation of tasteful decoration using local materials, mosaic, tiles,
exposed brickwork and wood, particularly in areas of circulation or repose.
Walls are fifty centimetres thick
throughout (at ground level they are of
stone) , as the architect sought the
greatest thermal inertia possible in a hot
climate. Only those spaces requiring airconditioning were initially equipped
with it (operating blocks, labs, etc.) as
well as one third of the rooms, while the
conduits are nevertheless in place so that
the entire complex can subsequently be
air-conditioned. Central heating is also
provided.
A small mosque, designed by Mr.
Boccara, was built on the hospital
grounds at the request of the client for
use by patients, staff and families .
Below: Interior view of the main entrance by night.
Overlecif: Transversal view of the main courtyard
with its flowing water, benches for patients and
planted gardens. Double arched entrance to the complex is visible in the distance.
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Left: Site plan of the Marrakesh hospital showing
the organisation oflow-rise buildings around a series
of inner COUrlyards. Staffhousing is at the right, and
a mosque at the left of the main complex.
Below: Gallery around the central COUrlyard of the
hospital. Fired brick is used as a facing material for
the arcade and mingled with patterns of ceramic tiles
Jor the pavement. Hospital services are located
directly off this major walkway.
Bottom: View ofprincipal COUrlyard of the hospital
in Marrakesh, inspired by typical Moroccan riad
with flowing water, planted gardens and wooden
kiosks. Patients come here to relax and enjoy the
out .of doors in a protected environment.
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Top: Main reception hall of the hospital located in
the administration building. Particular attention has
been paid to the quality of natural lighting (including the use of coloured glass) and to simple but
elegant detailing such as the mosaic-work of handrail on the stairs.
Above: Detail if the interior of the main reception
area at the entry to the hospital.
Right: Solarium with tenace located on an upper
.floor. Natural ventilation is relied upon wherever
possible throughout the hospital; air-conditioning is
utilised only where absolutely requiredJor example
in surgery blocks, in laboratories, intensive care
wards, etc.
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Left: Brickwork found in one
of the main corridor areas of
the hospital.
Left, below: Detail of
window and door treatments:
A fountain in a niche can be
seen on the interior.
Left, bottom: General view
of one wing of the hospital,
illustrating the architect's
intention to keep the structure
as low as possible rather than
the more conventional
solution of a tower.
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